Abstract

Making a proposal made possible to change, which formed when making a proposal using the electronic media through online matchmaking service. Such provisions seems to imply that online matchmaking service is a service bureau through electronic media as a tool that can be used as one instrument as a substitute for evidence of which is common when making a proposal. Online matchmaking service is a contemporary phenomenon of technological development. This can lead to a controversial issue as the online matchmaking service a service bureau when making a proposal to the higher level for a good marriage from the perspective of religion and law.

In this research, the authors use normative juridical method of approach that research emphasizes to the use of secondary data and the specification which is descriptive analytically research.

Based on the research, it can be concluded that role, function, and status of the legal standing through online matchmaking service could be used as one of the means to making a proposal until the marriage in accordance to Islamic Law and Compilation of Islamic Law associated with Regulation Number 11 of year 2008 on Information and Electronic Transaction that standing of making a proposal through online matchmaking service according to Islamic Law, is a legal way, both of settlements when dispute arise in making if proposal through online matchmaking service could be done with deliberation, mediation and litigation path (Court of Religion Line). All of that settlements could be done by both parties to the dispute on that proposal.